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UA considers funding proposal
By Cliff Schmidt
M~any questions were raised
about the-Student Activities
Funding Proposal at last night's
Undergraduate Association meeting. MIT's proposed pornography policy, the presidential search
and the Nov. 22 shuttle bus where
also discussed.

Under the activities funding
proposal, a set number of dollars
from each undergra duate's- tu'ition would be diverted -directly
to the UA~s Financial Board for
distribution among student activ-_
-ities. The amount )WopuldAbe decided only after the. administration has set the increase in next
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The educational goal is
achieved largely through an extensive internship programn. MIT
students are placed in Japanese
university research labs or businesses for one year where they
work and conduct research with
their Japanese associates. At
present, most of the interns are
graduate students with at least
two years of Japanese language
training. Students in any department can take part in the program, though intensive summer
technical workshops preparing
electrical _engineering and cornpltrscience stui~t have benset. -up'
"These [interns] are the first of
a generation of students wvilling
to travel to Japan, live like the
Japanese, and work like the
Japanese. The program is developing an extraordinary group of
people," Gercik said.
Japan-related research at MIT
is another quickly growing aspect
of the program. Several members
of the faculty have established
deep networks with Japanese organizations, providing several opportunities for collaboration in
research, according to Gercik.
Recent areas of research have
included the Japanese aircraft industry, management of research
and development in the Japanese
computer industry, and East-West
trade relations. Additionally, in
1986 the program began a fiveyear interdisciplinary program to
investigate some of Japan's sophisticated technology processes.
In corder to maximize public
awareness, the program sponsors
several workshops, symposia and
other events each year. Many
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UA discusses-proposal
for activities funding
(Continued from page 1)

f Will the policy allow for the
showing. of, a pornographic film
in a public room if it is reserved
for a specific group of students?
o A concrete' statement of
punishment should be included,
so that treatment of policy abusers does not subjectively vary.
Coffey added that these pointsshould be brought to the attention of the faculty before they
have already made their decisions
"so that the students can work
with the faculty and not fight
them."
The UA is also trying to'
involve undergraduates in the
search for MIT's next president.
Katz is working to find ways in
which students can suggest qualifications that they would like to
see in the next president and general changes that they would like
to see in MIT. Katz noted, "More
students will be involved [in the
selection of 'the next president]
than ever before."
Also, the plan for an airport
shuttle bus on Wednesday, Nov.
22, was discussed. The shuttle
may have two or three pick-up
points in Boston so that students
would not have to carry their luggage across the bridge. One or

would be distributed through a
more fair and organized process
that can always be appealed.
Concerning the complete allocation of student funds to FinBoard, Jason Slibeck '91 pointed
out that it would be very important "to keep FinBoard from
sinking- back into the mire of
unfair treatments."
Proposed porn policy
said to be ambiguous
Another issue brought up at
the meeting was MIT's proposed
pornography policy. Most students found many ambiguous
statements and holes in the draft
policy.
Chris Coffey '93, a member of
the executive board of the- UA,
listed what he believed to be
problems with MIT's proposal.
O Who exactly would be in
charge of deciding whether a film
is considered pornographic
material?
0 Could the standards as stated in the current proposal restrict
the showing of some R-rated
films?

US HDVT lags
behind Japan
and Europe
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This anti-homosexual poster was -Ir
displayed
on.............................
M/onday
Ps 1.; 1-.- 1-Y
,,in
1i.I Lobby
I-Y .C· 7 II night.
.- t

two dollars would be charged for
the trip, which would run once
an hour in the morning and two
or three times an hour in the
afternoon.
In order to reduce the risk of
overcrowding on the bus, the UA
is considering selling tickets in
advance.
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(Continuedfrom page 1)

ence, asked about the -concrete
steps to help "catch up" in the
wake of "bureaucratic fumbling
and company buy-outs," Thurow
answered that there ought to be
an industry-led industrial policy
that the US government. supports. HDTV is an expensive
proposition: it might take 15
years and $15 billion; the private
sector alone cannot bear the
burden, he added.
McKnight noted that current
standards of HDTV research are
of European or Japanese origin.
Accepting the dominance of either nation in this field is strategically unsound; promoting open
systems like those developed at
MIT will help "leapfrog" the
standards clinch, he observed.
When a person in the audience
indicated that the Americans
have an edge in the software
area, Thurow replied, "[Market
mechanisms say] winners win,
and the winner does not have to
be an American." This lead is not
"innate' and the Japanese could
catch up in software in five years,
he said.
Cohen said that non-market
solutions, like the farmers' subsidy program and student loans,
ought to be initiated.
Just as Sputnik I galvanized
the space program, anld, after the
Second World War, the Department of Defense spinoffs helped
invent TV and the computer,
Thurow insisted that the United
States would have to beat a social
cost to stay in the HIDTV race.
Further, he noted that since the
consumer electronics industry is
second only to the automobile industry in size, the United States
cannot afford to lose sight of the
lead.
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James Mcl aren G. a member of the ghostly quartet
that appeared in Lobby 7 to play a spooky Frosty the
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Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for:
* Arabic 0 Chinese 0 Danish D Dutch
. Farsl 0 French 9 German O Greek* 1tallana 9 Jpanese 0a Korean
* Norwegian. Polih 0
e Portuguese
* Romanian e Spanish 0 Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
All this work can be done In your

11-

home!

Linguistic Systems,, Inc. is New
England's largest-translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.

Unguistic Siystems,
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

Photo courtesy MIT News Office
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WSenate votes to restore
Nmorth's pensiong

The Senate voted to restore the military retirement paly

Bush may renew aid to the contras
President Bush may continue aid to the contras now
that Nicaragua has ended his truce with the rebels. Thursday, he accused the Marxist government of waging a
"(military and inltimidation carmpaign ." Spurces in
Washington report th~atmoire thiain"1000 contras have vetered Nicaragua in decent weeks. The contra officials do
claim that they have agreed to an invitation to meet with
the Sandinistas at the United Nations next week.

Molestation trial goes to jury
After two and a half years of testimony about child
rape and satanic rituals, the McMartin Pre-school molestation trial has gone to the jury. Seven people who worked
at the school originally were charged in the case in 1984.
Charges were dropped against all but two df the
defendants.

Californria may increase
taxes for quake relief

Violence in two Colombian cities
A judge and a legislator were assassinated Wednesday
in Colombia. The attacks are the latest instance of
violence since the government declared war on drug
traffickers,

East Germans-.flock to Prague
After East Germany lifted travel restrictions to Czechoslovakia on Thursday, hundreds of East-Germans, eager
to emigrate, lined up at the West German embassy in [
Prague yesterday. Last -month, more than'15,000 East
Germans traveled to the West through Prague.

'The California legislature may finance last month's Ikiller earthquake by raising state sales tax. The earthquake
damage is estimated at $7 billion. An aftershock occurred
in San Francisco on Wednesday that registered 4.4 on the
Richter scale.

Moderate exercise adds to life-span
A Dallas group says even moderate exercise could make
you live a lot longer. The study reported in Journal of the
American Medical Association found the death rate fell
significantly among unfit people who began exercising.

Mexico arrests cocaine leader
Mexican authorities reportedly have arrested the leader
of a ring that allegedly smuggled 60 tons of cocaine into
the United States in the past year. This includes 21 tons
seized near Los Angeles in September.
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Piniella may coach Reds

Bush capital gains move thwarted
President Bush will not be able to convince Congress to
cut capital gains taxes by trying to attach it to the legislation raising the national-debt ceiling. Congress is attempting to pass legislation to keep the government from defaulting next week. Bush is, however, demanding approval
of a debt-reduction bill free of provisions favored by
Democrats.

Ford and Jaguar to join forces
Ford
Jaguar
buyout.
percent

9

Ed Nelson's Novemnber Almanac
The brilliant leaf displays have now passed away
with the month of October and we suddenly realize
that it is time to get serious about accomplishing
those "set ready for winter" jobs. The change of
the color of the woods from flaming oranges and
yellows of leaves to the dull gray of the tree trunks'
sets the-tone for what is ahead.
.This 'm'onth there are several bright planets visible
in the evening sky. Jupiter for most of the month
appears as a brilliant yellow-red spectacle on the,
2n.The planet Mars appears further'south. The
moon is new on the 9th, and the firstt quakter is on
the-. 27th-,
Die average high teniperiature for the monthi is
-51.7°F-(10.9°C) -andthe average low temnperature is
38.7°I (3.7 CQ giving a mean temperature for the,
month of 45.2°F (7.3'C). The normal precipitation
for the month is 4.00 inches with an average of 10
days of measurable precipitation.
Low pressure, east of New Jersey this morning,
will move northeast intensifying into a gale center
in the Gulf of Maine by tonight. As of late
Thursday night, it appeared as if the interior higher
elevations of New England would receive their first
significant accumulations of snow with this system.
Locally, colder conditions will follow the low. A
warmn front, developing south of the regioni Sunday,
may spread some light snow into our area.

LAAfter
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Examiner prints last edition
nearly nine decades, the Los Angeles

Herald Ex-

.
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-aminer went out of business on Thursday. Souvenir

seekers lined up at newsstands to purchase the last
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to fight AIDS by sending counselors to advise homosexuals at a highway rest area. Marcus Hurn of the Citizens
Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Rights said he-agrees with
Dr. William Wallace that media reports about the program were inflammatory, exaggerated and inaccurate.
Wallace said the program was not unlike others in the
past designed to stop the spread of sexually-transmitted
diseases. This time the disease was AIDS and advice and
condoms were going to homosexuals at a rest stop to meet
other men.
Wallace did not mention Gov. Judd Gregg (Rt), who
criticized the program. Gregg could not be reached for
comment- on Wallace's remarks. And Wallace could not be
reached on whether he would try reinstating the program.

Friday afternoon: Rain heavy early, ending late in
the afternoon. Failing temperatures. Winds
northeast 15-25 mph shifting to northwest 20-30
mph. High 48°F (9°C).
Friday night: Clearing, windy and colder. Winds
northwest 25-30 mph. Low 35°F (2°C).
Saturday: Mostly sunny and cold with, diminishing
winds. High clouds arriving late. Winds
northwest 10 mph. High 44 EF (7 IC), low 32°F

State deficit could
be over $500 million
Revenue commissioner Stephen Kidder says the state's
budget deficit could exceed $500 milliontestimate because
tax collections are down. The proposed spending cuts will
be debated next week.

(O °C).

Sunday:- Mostly cloudy early with light snow or
flurries possible - especially west and north.
Becoming partly to mostly sunny and milder by
afternoon. High 50'F (10°CQ, low around 35°F

Codex Corp. elminates 85 jobs
'Codex Corporation eliminated 85 jobs as part of its restructuring program that has eliminated 1(00 jobs in the
past 15 months.
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and Jaguar may join forces pending approval by
shareholders to approve Ford's $2.5 billion
The takeover offer must be approved by a 75
majority of Jaguar's stockholders.

Investigation of Pierce possible
Congressional Democrats want the Justice Department
to appoint a special prosecutor to investigate former
Housing Secretary Samuel Pierce. Attorney General
-Richard Thornburgh accused the Democrats of injecting
partisan politics into the HUD probe.

.-. There, are reports that the, Cincinnati Reds.havtselcted
, edition-Lou
'Piniella
'as the club's new field mn
Ftger.;
riday's
Dayton Dalily News and CNN say the Reds will announce .
the appointment Friday afternoon-in Cincinnati. Accord-_
"thp
fh
snXW
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w _
Meeiti
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.
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b~n -sX~~~~i
wor.-inasssistant to YF ike-towner
G :eares
orge.
Steinbrenner since being fired as the team's manager. -

Rubes

of convicted Iran-contra defendant Oliver North despite
Democratic opposition to Senate intervention. Judiciary
Committee chairman Joseph R. Biden-(D-DE) said North
is "not a hero, he is a felon" but the chamber sided with
Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC) who argued that 'North has
been punished enough. Let the persecution end."
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a call from a friend.
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Monday night, Oct. 30,I
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Afriend who
theInfinite
in
poster
bigoted
There's another
silence,
=
quiet
death,
=
Corridor: "SILENCE
wonders:
friend
My
GAMIT."
up
therefore shut
should I now beafraid to wear a GAMIT T-shirt in
halls? Who are these people who refuse to stand
the
up for their opinions, yet poster hostile remarks
around the Institute? What would motivate such
. -, '
fear, hatred and ignorance?
would-be
it
that
decide
How do MIT students
productive to spend substantial amounts of free
time to make and put upa fake drop poster that
can donothing but hurt people? Would they also
think it fair game to anonymously threaten a racial
orreligious group in public? Do the perpetrators of
these acts actually believe that no onethey know or
like is gay or lesbian or bisexual?
Icame to MIT believing the materials about
MIT's pride in its diversity. With its mix of students
from many different backgounds, I assumed that
bigotry would beless of an issue at MIT as a result.
It'soften said that "if you're quiet about it, no
one will give you trouble." This statement is used to
m
justify harassment. After all, we are "flaunting ourselves." But I am proud of my identity and refuse
to hide it. How many heterosexuals would think
twice about holding hands in public. What about
the countless posters that depict images of heterosexuality? Why do living group party posters depict
members of the opposite sex together?Is it necessary to flaunt this sexuality? What about ads on
billboards, television and newspapers that tell you
that you can attract the perfect heterosexual mate,
: purchase their. product? What about
ifonly ou
laws in several states that forbid . high school
materials from even mentioning homosexuality?
How manypeople come to MIT under the impression that they have never met a gay or lesbian
or bisexual person? Probably many. One of the
main reasons that a gay voice is necessary is that
-

is not an
'This
MIT).
as HAM IT (heteros'at
selves
discussing
In
the past, when
group.
official MIT
and lesbian
(bisexual, gay
events like BGLAD
often heard
have
I
awareness days) with people,
there no
is
why
comments li ke "it's not fair,
feel hetwho
you
HAMIT?" My response: those of
a
erosexuals are oppressed, or should have group,
you need
haven't you founded a -HAMIT? All
why
of Student
is fill out the necessary Association
do
Activities forms. Then you-could even apply for
<FinancialBoard funding;,for posters and events.
constrained by the
be
However, you would also
all groups who do
which
same regulations under
work. Like regulamust
nothide behind anonymity
on posters, and
said
be
can
tions about what
accountability.
GayCivil
InMassachusetts, the Lesbian and
on
vote
Rights Bill passed the Senate enactment
be
probably
monday. This means that the bill will
10
about
signed by Gov. Michael Dukakis within
the
on
This bill will prohibit discrimination
days.
basis of sexual orientation in areas of employment,
housing, credit and the provision of services.
Through legislation such as this, human rights can
be furthered and part of the vicious cycle of fear
canbe broken.
TheAmerican Psychological Association filed a
brief in support of gay rights legislation:
The APAbelieves that the topic of discrimination and human and civil rights against lesbiansand gay men should not be controversial.
As citizens of this country and as human beings, lesbian and gay individuals deserve all of
therights and privileges enjoyed by other Americans.
MIT, policy also addresses issues related to the
poster attack. The relevant section of MIT policy
reads:
Harassment of any kind is unacceptable at
MIT and is in conflict with the policies and interests of the Institute.... Harassment is de-
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without it, it is assumed that we do not exist. When fined as verbal or physical conduct that has the
I came to MIT for women's preview weekend, I was intent or effect of unreasonably interfering with
talking with a young man at a party. WhenI men- any individual's or group's educational and/or
tioned my girlfriend back home, he did not have a work performance at MIT or creating an intimiproblem with it but he told me that"there aren't dating, offensive or hostile educational and
really any lesbians at MIT."
work environment. Harassment on the basis of
experience
people
bisexual
and
Many gay, lesbian
race, color, religion, sex, handicap, national oribelieve
to
led
they-are
because
unnecessary stress
gin or sexual orientation includes harassment of
e{almost
all,
After
one."
that they arethe "only
an individual in terms of a stereotyped group
environheterosexual
a
in
up
eryonewas brought
characteristic or because of that person's identihetbe
would
they
that
ment, with the expectation
fication with a particular group.
erosexual. The church, the media and the state tend MIT hasan atmosphere that should foster the inoption. Hav- telligent exchange of ideas. But acts of hatred and
the only
to promote heterosexuality as
is one way to
out
being
and,
ing gay organizations
fear interfere with rational interchange. All people
brainwashing.
this
of
lessen the negative impact
are welcome to attend any GAMIT event. People
the
of
percent
ten
about
Homosexuals comprise
are also free to call the contact line (253-5440) and
population. Bisexuals comprise approximately an- share with us any objections'that they may' have to
sbomany people GAMIT's posters or events.. If that seems.
oo
do
t
S o why
30 percent.
to
other 20
think
people
y
so-man
o
d
accept homophobia? Why
threatening, I am also willing-to personally-answer
o f those."
k now "any
that they don't
-aboutGAMIT.
questions about my views,-"
acts instigate a vicious cycle of de- I truly believe MIT shotlid be a place sinr which
H omophobic
b e afraid to come out to a friend students can celebrate diversity. All people deserve
nial. People may
SO
out of apprehension of their friend's rejection.
without. hostility towards their
This the right to existunquestioned.
people's misconceptions remain
identity.
attitudes to main- personal
allows people with homophobic
tain their beliefs, and to justify to themselves acts Rebecca Kaplan,a sophomore in the Department
- further instill fear and of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, isfinancialcoordiof persecution. These acts
nator.of Gays,'Lesbians, 'Bisexuals 'and :riends at
prevent people from coming out.
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The group who put Up this poster billed them-MIT(GAMIT).
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Institute should be fighting against censorship, not furthering it
"If there is one thing that symbolizes the value of the university,
it is the idea of the forum- a
place where any idea can be discussed, where truth is not an ideology, where reasoned debate and
impassioned discourse are
cherished."
These words were spoken by:
the civil libertarian-President
Paul E. Gray '54 at the past commencement exercises, yet MIT
continues with its many policies
to control free expression. While
this same speech was going on,
students were not allowed to give
out leaflets that might have given
parents
an
unacceptable
perception of MIT.
Several weeks ago I learned for
the first time, despite claims that
there have been public discussions, that there was a proposal
for a new Institute policy on pornography ["Revised porn policy
on table," Oct. 31]. My first reaction was to try to get a copy of
this policy. That turned out not
to be so easy. I went to Associate
Provost S. Jay Keyser with a polite request, but he flatly refused
to give me a copy - of this public policy. It is strange that he refused to give me the policy and
now claims that he wants input
from students, faculty, and staff.
Maybe he only wants input from
those who agree with him.
Another example of this information control involves an ad
placed by Planned Parenthood in
the MIT telephone directory
["Planned Parenthood ad modified in directories," Oct. 31].
They offer an important service
that will no longer be advertised
for the MIT community. The
manager of the (misnamed) Communications Office, Mark Wilson, served to stop communication by removing the words
"abortion" and "birth control"
from the ad - emasculating it to
read simply "Planned Parenthood - specialists in woman's
health." Wilson claims that "Peo-

pie know what Planned Parenthood does anyway." If that were
the criteria for censoring advertisements, then there would be
virtually no ads. It is extremely
sad that MIT would force
·Planned Parenthood to put their
money into other forms of open
·communication, rather than allowing these important ads to
run intact.
MIT has a history of censorship. There is a policy of keeping
the press out of Committee on
Discipline hearings allegedly to
protect the privacy of the accused
students. At my November 1987
hearing before the COD, I
waived my privacy right, yet they
still would not allow the press in.
This was clearly not to protect
me, but to keep any information
damning to MIT from the public.
There is a discussion going on
now about how to limit communication by posters. Most of the
discussion centers on other forums that can be used, but they
miss the point. Most other forums are already available, and
any new censorship of posters
would simply add a limitation to
the primary method used for certain types of information exchange. A'new policy would also
be selectively enforced, as the last
time that I have heard of the use
of the old policy was in a threat
against me, by Associate Dean
James R. Tewhey, for putting up
Registration Day film posters.
Finally there is the proposed
Policy on Pornography, whose
sole purpose is censorship. The
new policy admits that pornography is difficult to define, and
therefore i is ildefined. subjectively, in the only way.possible. Even
the Supreme Court has'said that,
"The line between ideas and mere
entertainment is much too elusive
for this court," yet the Faculty
Policy Committee feels that it
can do better than the court. Under the new proposal, the COD
and Office of the Dean for Stu-

dent Affairs have the power to
decide what films are covered by
the pornography ban. At least
under the old policy the decision
about whether a film could be
controlled fell to a Pornography
Censorship board made up of
students and faculty in an alleged
attempt to keep things impartial,
as though this was possible. The
new policy gives this power solely
to the COD and the ODSA.
The proposed policy, Faculty
Chair Henry D. Jacoby claims, is
an attempt to deal with the COD
ruling in my case that the present
policy constitutes, "an excessive
restraint on freedom of expression . . . [and] is therefore inap-

propriate for MIT." The new policy is in fact even more
restrictive. At least the past policy allowed films to be shown, if
they passed through certain procedures. The new policy simply
stops all films that the ODSA
deems unacceptable (except if
they show them). This is clearly a
more "excessive restraint."
The power of censorship over
"bad," "unacceptable," or "dangerous" ideas by those in control
is so dangerous, and yet so
tempting, that the First Amendment was written explicitly to
protect against it. Massachusetts
passed a civil rights law to make
these protections even stronger.

The best, although the most difficult, answer to unpopular ideas
is clearly education about other
ideas, especially at a university.
More rmembers of the administration should read the Constitution, and even the words of President Gray. It is easy to speak of
the dangers of censorship in
Tiananmen Square, but for his
words to ring true Gray must
avoid censorship in his own backyard. The administration must
understand that censorship is
growing on campuses and that
they should be in the forefront
fighting this dangerous trend, not
leading it.
Adam Dershowitz G

SPE poster spreads-harmful stereotypes about African-Americans
There are many issues that face
us as MIT students daily. Many
times we are called upon by our
peers, parents, administration
and other members of the community to elevate ourselves to a
higher moral standard and, as
intelligent students, display a certain level of sensitivity, maturity,
and concern for our fellow
humans. We may sometimes feel
that we cannot live up to ouch a
standard, or that such a standard
should not be expected of us
"mere college students." I am beginning to think that students
here are incapable of fulfilling
this expectation.
I
I
I-e--

C

I am referring to yet another
posted advertisement by a fraternity that depicts some minority
group in a dubious manner. This
one demonstrates poor judgment
at best. This time, the fraternity
was Sigma Phi Epsilon and the
group was African-Americans.
The poster depicted the standard
insulting, and frankly quite tiresome, image of an African,meric-ar,

with a piee

of water

melon in his hand, in the back of
the house.
I was told by a member of the
house that this was a private
"joke" between a black member
of the house and his white
T

-

I

dreds of years to try to remove
these images from print, spoken,
and video media.
These images are not only
deeply offensive, they contribute
not only to totally baseless feelings of superiority in white
people, but to the destruction of
all self-confidence in AfricanAmericans. These images, arguably more than perhaps any oth-

friends. Private jokes are supposed to be private; it therefore
strikes me as odd that SPE
thought the joke, which would
obviously be misunderstood,
would be appropriate to place on
a poster advertising a campuswide event. It might be that we
are supposed to realize that the
joke was not intended to represent all African-Americans, but
nhly that nprti;rlar n-mhpber

of

the house. This I understand. All
I ask is that the members of SPE
and the members of the general
MIT community try to understand that African-Americans
have struggled for many hunI
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the developments of AfricanAmericans as a national culture.
One reason is that the effects of
such images are very insidious.
They are usually cumulative, and
only manifest themselves over
time, so that they are hard to
notice. The effects are that these
images create feelings of isolation
and inferiority in the people at
whom they are directed. These
are feelings that confront
African-Americans here anad elsewhere, making life a very painful
experience - one that all too
many African-Americans try to
ease through suicide or hatred.
Unfortunately, some AfricanAmericans allow such images to
go unchallenged. They fear that
whites will disapprove, or that
they will be propelled into a long
battle in which they are destined
to lose, since winning will only
come after a restructuring of
thought processes that are deeply

ingrained in American society
and its people.
What disturbs (but does not
i
surprise) me is people think that
Negative images are somehow
I okay, and that the effects are
i
i

fifolME

ers.

somehow diminished, if they are
done in jest. One need only look
at the history of television to see
that the same images that have
done so much damage to the
African-American community
were ones that were used in comedy. The white people then (and
now) neither knew nor cared
what African-Americans had to
say about these images, they were
comfnrtnbly oblivi,,,,s

to the

damage they were doing, all in
the name of comedy. Fifty years
ago, white people laughed at
Step'in Fetchit. Fifty years later
they laugh at Buckwheat.
I do not believe that SPE intended to disgrace and dishonor
African-Americans, but it is said
that the road to hell is paved with
good intentions. I have tried to
demonstrate this point by writing
this letter. I hope that everyone
who reads this letter will take a
moment to stop and think about
their relations (or lack thereof)
with African-Americans and to
think about how they interact
with us. I also hope that the
brothers of SPE do not think
that I am placing the onus upon
them alone, but I truly believe
that there will never be sincere
unity between the races (nor
should there be) until all of us
begin to seriously examine every
aspect of our lives, and try to remove the insensitivities and the
insidious forces within ourselves
which are threatening to destroy
us all.

Anthony D... TSy;i~:v9lr
MIT Black Students Union
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-1 I----Ad censorship constituted abuse-of editorial powers
Mark Wilson, manager of the
Communications Office at the
MIT Department of Public Relations Services, should be
ashamed of himself. By sanitizing
the Planned Parenthood advertisement in last year's telephone
directories for our supposed protection ["Planned Parenthood ad
modified in directories," Oct.
31], Wilson seriously abused the
editorial powers granted him for
the purpose of bettering
communications at MIT.
Wilson's deletion of the words
"abortion" and- "birth control"
from the ad raises serious ethical
questions; These can be separated from the current argument
over abortion rights by not
considering the removal of
"abortion."

control?"

How about

"birth

Each January, the

l

MIT-published Independent Activities Period guide is filled with
information from our medical
department about classes discussing birth control. The medical
department also provides birth
control to those men and women
at MIT who desire it. It is clearly
not MIT's policy to discourage,
or be ashamed of discussing,
birth control. Given this, what
on earth caused Wilson to think
MIT would want these words
censored from our phone book?

people personally dislike abortion
and birth control, and would
rather if the rest of us were not
reminded of the fact that both
are available in Cambridge.
Wilson says his office "has the
right to review a11 the ad copy." A
doctor is entrusted with the right
to prescribe addictive drugs, but
that doesn't make it ethical for
him to abuse that right. Regardless of Wilson's editorial powers,
the way he used them was just
plain wrong.

It is hard to believe he was just
trying to "soften" that painful
experience of "discomfort" on
such a "sensitive" issue. These
nice words belong in a laxative
advertisement - they're not
fooling anybody here. The ad
was modified because some

Wilson should see to it that'
Planned Parenthood is given the
opportunity to advertise the plain
facts in plain language, unencumbered by his (or Personnel
Office members') personal
opinions.

Gill Pratt G

MIT's athletics facilities need to be better managed
After spending four years at
MIT and currently being a graduate student here, I would like to
make some comments on the athletic facilities here at MIT. On
the one hand, it is true that the
annual budget of MIT's athletics
department is one of the highest
in the country, and that there is
an incredibly wide selection of intramural clubs and varsity sports
in which to participate. However,
the actual operation of the facilities leaves much to be desired.
Although there are other areas
which also could be improved, I
am referring specifically to
'tRockwell Cage.
Was it really necessary to close
the cage for the entire day just to
have physical education registration for two hours in the evening? And the cage has been
closed for "work on the new

-- --

--- -----

floor" which ended up not getting done on the day the cage was
closed. The lack of communication within the department is
simply mind-boggling. The workers at the equipment- esk. know
absolutely nothirig about when
Rockwell will or will not be open.
After going to the gym for a
regular weekly volleyball game
Friday afternoon, we found a
"closed" sign on the door to the
cage. Naturally, when we were
there two days earlier there was
no hint that the cage would be
closed any time in the near future. When I asked the desk

This is not the way to run an
athletic facility used by hundreds
of students-students who are
paying quite a bit of money to
support the gym. As one of those
students, -I am getting sick and
tired of not knowing when Rockwell will or will not be open until
-that same day, and of the attitude
that the cage will be open whenever they feel like opening it. The
gym is supported by, and exists
for the use of, the students (and
faculty, staff and alumni to a
lesser but still significant extent).It is not right that the gym staff
should have such an indifferent

worerwPhy itmaj qlose4, hes4#,,t ,,attitude towards students, acting
;
-- hen I askea`- as -f we~'MtLVe noright' to ejiptc
he 4idn't 'knowM
him if it 'would be open tomor- the gym to be open every day, on
row, he said he didn't know. His a regular schedule, as any sports
reply was, "The people upstairs facility in the real world would
only let us know on a day-to-day be.
basis."
Mattthew Machlis G
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Major areas of study and research:
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Aeroelasticity
Biofluid Mechanlics
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Computational Fluid Dynamics
*
GComputer-Aided Design
Flight Mechanics & Controls
*
Propulsion
Rotary Wing Technology
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Underwater Explosions
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Tne Harvard university Graduate Sbeonl of
Business Administrationl seeks top graduates
with a career interest in general management.
An Admissions Officer will be on campus
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6-, 1989

to speak with students about work experience
and the two-year MBA Program.
For more details and to sign up for an information
session contact:

W.rite or call:
Dry C.V. Smith, Graduate Coordinator
School of Aerospace Engineering
Department # 56
Georgia institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150
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-Drugstore

powerful look at addiction and beyond

Cowboy

DRUGSTORE COWBOY

high school, and have elevated drug store
rip-offs to a high art. Along for the ride
Directed by Gus Yan Sant.
are Rick (James Le Gros) and Nadine
Writtent by Van Savant and Daeiel Yost.
With Matt Dillon, Kelly Lynch, James (Heather Graham), younger users who
Remar, James Le Gros, Heather Graham work for a lesser share of the take, but
who reap the benefits of Bob's expertise.
and William S. Burroughs.
The most important lesson Bob and
Diane
feel they can impart to Rick and
By ANNABELLE BOYD
Nadine, their surrogate children, is that of
US VAN SANT'S Drugstore "the signs." A baroque, imaginative netCowboy brings the world of work of superstitions, "the signs" must be
drug addicts to the screen with
followed in order to ensure survival and
Gan
intensity and honesty not
freedom from jail. Bob quickly instructs
seen since Alex Cox's Sid and Nancy. The
Rick and Nadine about the dangers of
gritty scenes and often sharp dialogue
dogs, black cats and the backs of mirrors.
portray dope fiends as society's ultimate
The ultimate taboo is putting a hat on a
rebels: People who have chosen against
bed, which according to Bob brings, "fifeverything society stands for - jobs, orteen years of bad luck, or even death."
der, and security, but who still cannot
And, for a while, at least, the signs seem
overcome the fundamental human contrato work; calling a 30-day halt to operadiction between what is desired and what
tions helps Bob abort a police stake-out,
is possible.
and even when he gets beaten up and
Set in Portland, Oregon, in 1971,
kicked out of town, the forced removal
Cowboy follows the adventures of two seems to open up unlimited opportunities
-couples who meet the demands of their
for larceny and indulgence.
drug habits by knocking-off drug stores
In developing the relationship among
and hospitals. Bob Hughes (Matt Dillon)
the four addicts, Van Sant creates a paris the crew's leader and the film's narrator.
ody of the American suburban family.
Bob's voice-overs are arrogant and defiBob, as head patriarch, practices a volatile
ant, and invariably contradicted by the
brand of family politics which, while
squalor and craziness in which he lives. He
delivering dilaudid and morphine, fails to
and his wife, Dianne (Kelly Lynch) have
provide a solid emotional unity. Bob's
been shooting together since they were in
duties as head of the crew cause him to
-

This Weekend's
Movies Froma

JNomvamewrember 3s5
\eP rrs ra
ecull
dpli~t~om,

LSC MOVMM

=pi__-A

Cary Gprmingdd-.ft,gman-

Notorious
7:30 pm i 10-50

f--- me, and I always have to drive."

Nadine, hampered by her youth and inexperience, feels unwanted in the group, and
in a rebellious fervor, invokes Bob's worst
superstition by throwing her hat on a bed.
Driven by Bob's lack of affection, Nadine
manages to steal what she considers her
fair share of the take, and, consequently
ODs.
It is here that the movie leaves the surreal world of drug addiction to 'address the
deeper human impulses which force dope
into bloodstreams. Bob, devastated by
Nadine's death, and certain that "the
signs" will be against him for the rest of
his life, swears off drugs. In a bleak, powerful scene, Bob buries Nadine's body and
walks out on Rick and Dianne without so
much as a single word. Checking himself
into a methadone clinic, Bob tries to rebuild his life. He gets a job, rents a room,
drinks tea, and prays to wake up with the
feeling "that something good might
happen today".
Bob comes to realize that his greatest
fear is the challenge brought by the next
minute. As Bob notes, the best thing
about being a junkie was that you always
knew what to expect in the future, all you
had to do was "read the labels on the bottles." Through the characters he meets in
--

FRIDAY
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Alfred Hitchcock's

neglect Dianne and she blasts him with
that almost suburban lament, "You don't

....
,\ '..4

·
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Drugstore Cowboy is a powerful,
thought-evoking film, and Van Sant's plot
and philosophy culminate in Matt Dillon,
who gives the performance of his career.
Dillon brings grace and grit to every line,
and a sullen nobility to even Bob's most
despicable moments. His Bob Hughes is
painfully alive, and not easy to forget.
Kelly Lynch also gives a first-rate performance as Dianne, Bob's tougher-thani
nails, Barbie Doll wife. Van Sant's direction is strong', and without glamourizing
the drug world, he communicates both the
thrill and the price of drug addition. Perhaps the movie's only major flaw is that
Bob's transition into the straight world
happens too fast, leaving the viewer a bit

confused at Bob's real motivations.
However, by the film's end, all is made
beautifully tragically dear.
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rehabilitation (most notably William Burrough's drug-hoarding priest), Bob recognizes that most junkies never stop using;
it's just the drugs that change - heroin is
replaced by religion or conformity. But,
Bob, marked by "the signs" and the refusal of Dianne to-Join him in the straight
life, can't find his new drug, his new place
in the world. And, as the movie ends, it
becomes apparent that, no matter how
hard he tries, Bob simply cannot outrace
"the signs".
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COUVIL FOR THE ARTS AT MIT
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The Official Awarding Ceremony of the
World Cultural Council

I~

1989
""ALBERT EINSTEIN"
WORLD AWARD OF SCIENCE
and the
"LEONARDO DA VINCI"
WORLD AWARD OF ARTS

CONSEJO
CUlLTURAL
MUNDIAL

"ALBERT EINSTEIN" WORLD AWARD OF SCIENCE

The Grants Program of the Council for the Arts at
MrT is now accepting applications for arts projects
for its second deadline of 1989-90, on
'ITI'ednesda-, NaV'Mb eV"
1
c.
The Grants Program has been established to foster
creative activity at MIT by providing financial and
administrative support to arts projects in all
disciplines. Typical projects include the design and
production of new work, performances, exhibitions,
film/video screenings, literary readings, and lecture
programs. Proposals should offer the MIT
community opportunities to create, participate in, and
learn about the arts.
Applications submitted by MIT students receive
primary consideration in the review process.
Previous experience in the arts is not a requirement
for funding. Grants may range from several hundred
to several thousand dollars. Remaining deadline
dates for 1989-90 are February 14, 1990 and April

Dr. Martin D . Kamen: Discoverer of the Radioactive Carbon Isotope
Pioneer Researcher on Photosynthesis

"LEONARDO DA VINC:I" WORLD AWARD OF ARTS
Athens Acropolis Preservation Group:
Interdisciplinary team of architects, archaeologists, civil engineers
and chemical engineers in charge of the projects for
saving and protecting the Acropolis monuments
SCIENTIFIC MERIT MEDAL
Dr. Paul C.W. Chu: Discoverer of Superconducting Compounds
ARTISTIC MERIT MEDAL
Dr. Jeno Platthy: Contemporary poet.
Among his most important works are the poems 'From Budapest to Tokyo",
"Summer Flowers", "Autumn Dances", "Spring Tide " and the opera "Bamboo"
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1989
6:30 PM
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
BUILDING 34, ROOM 101
THE EDGERTON LECTURE HALL
50 VASSAR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

11.

For application forms and Grants Program
guidelines, please visit the MIT Office Of the MS
(E15-205, Wiesner Building), or call Mark Palmg-ren
for more information (x3-4(03)*
.LIIL ---
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underway, Dramishop production rattles Ia ong
his cartridge belt in place of ammunition.
He matched some carefully played physical mannerisms - a studied fiddling with
his spectacles before examining a photograph - with a fresh, clear voice in which
to deliver the ample supply of clever lines
with which his character is supplied.

ARM~BS AND THE MAN3A
MIT Dramashop.
Directed by Michael Ouellette.
Kresge Little Theatre,
November 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 at 8 pm.
MARK ROBERTS
EORGE BERNARD SHAW'S Arms

Mark Morelli

Bluntschli (Jonathan Amsterdam G) and Raina (Jennifer Duncan '91 ) in The
Arms and The Man
_
_--
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-

classified
advertising

and the Man is a wordy, witty
play in which the prolific au. _E
thor takes the opportunity to
indulge some- of his familiar prejudices
and obsessions. It is described as an "anti
-romantic comedy,."- in which a typically
Shavian rationalist (and a Swiss republican
to boot) triumphs over a florid Romantic
in the competition for a girl's heart.
Dramashop's production gets off to an
unpromising start in the bedroom of Raina
Petkoff (Jennifer L. Duncan '91), the
daughter of an aristocratic Bulgarian family, where she and her mother (Jigna Desai
'90) are discussing the news from the war
in which both her fiance and father are
fighting. The scene is a stodgy one, with
little sign of the wittier lines that are to
follow, and neither actress was sufficiently
animated to enliven it.
Things looked up considerably with the
appearance through the window of
Bluntschli (Jonathan Amsterdam G), a
Swiss mercenary fighting for the defeated
Serbian army, oll the run from the very
battle in which the men of the household
have just triumphed. Amsterdam at once
established the charm of this cheery debunker of myths about the glamour and
valor of soldiery, who carries chocolate in

-L.

,

Amsterdam was particularly effective
and amusing at this stage, so tired as to be
almost asleep on his feet, but ready with a
rebuff for every histrionic that's thrown at
him.
Having picked up the pace, the production allowed it to flag again with the first
of two unnneccesarily long intervals, in
which the scene was changed by a leisurely
stage crew. The sets for all three acts were
(Please turn to page 9)

,

____

MERCK~4"
&

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Malust be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
-- pho -on.e-Jlume.-T/X.e,-,,.Tsech,,,
-W20,7
-- 483;-or PO,-Box 29,-MIT B1ranch,- -~....-~~ - - .n
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Market Discover Credit Cards on
your campus. Flexible hours. Earn
as much as $10.00/hour. Only ten
positions available. Call 1-800950-8472, ext. 3,

I`NVIrES

YOU TO g

Guitar Lessons
Play better, learn faster, understand
more. Experienced professional musician and former Berklee tutor offering, instruction in Blues, Jazz,
Folk, Rock and other styles. Focus
on musical and technical skills. Call
Brian Seeger at 661-8764. --

-----EVENING

Order your homemade Thanksgiving Pumpkin Pie Supreme ($8) and
Double Cheesecake ($10) NOW
and GIVE THANKS you don't have
to make the dessert too! Call for
samples. Satisfaction guaranteed.
661-2666.
The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail (032two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). Thpe Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.

As the pace increased, and actors and
audience warmed up, one began to enjoy
Shaw's mixture of rather literary cleverness
and gratuitous eccentricity - he seemed to
indulge in a series of amusing but rather
chauvinistic digs at Bulgarians, of whom
well bred specimens apparently "wash
their hands almost every day."
The seeds of the drama to come are
sown when we learn that the heroic charge
led by Sergius, Raina's betrothed, was a
success only by the slightest of chances,
and not as a result of his skill. Raina, intrigued by this story from the Switzer (not
for nothing is he called Blunt-schli), and
his complete indifference to her would be
storms of passion, saves him from his pursuers and feeds him with the chocolate
crernes he craves.

ESENTATION
I~~~I
I

At Merck, you'll discover more about life right from the beginning.
I

I~~~~~~~~~~

D

FPRESEINTATIO>N: Tuesday, November 7. 1989
5:30 PM - 7;00 PM
See Career Development Office for Location
EVALUsATEE

Information regarding career opportunities in the health
care industry with Merck & Co., Inca

MEE3T:

Company representatives and school alumni

ENJOY:

Informal discussions at the reception following the
presentation

a
b

a

MMRAIl
I1MONH

2 MOMS

a

ON

PASS

$ 360

$ 470

Age Limit under 26.
On January 1st.Eurail rates go up
buy your pass in December and
you'll still be able to start using it
anyti -mebefore July 1,1990.

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN:

Finance, Accounting and Marketing

DE;GREES:

MBA/lst- and 2nd year

-

Merck & Co., Inc.

We not only develop extraordinary products,
we develop extraordinary careers. Merck is
aalequal opportunity employer IF.

P.O. Box 200O

Rahway, NJ 07065
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UNITECH COMPUTER
DISCOUNT CENTERS.,

1-pack of double
density disks

CAMBRIDGE: 24 Thomdike St. (617) VNITECH
DANVERS: Liberty Tree Mall. l508) 75a3600
NATnIK: Rt. 9, Shenrood Plaza. (508) 651-2725
WESTWOOD: Rt. 1. Rainbow Plaza (617) 32a3600
SPRIMGFIELD: Rt. 20, Haymarket Sq. (413) 5433600
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'YOUVE BEEN -IN- CAMBRIDGE FOR
SIX MONTHS AND YOU
ISTILL HAVEN'T EATEN
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Five long time friends from Boston...
together they bring their uniquely developed
yet diverse styles into an organic new sound...

?

It's mysterious sensual pop with a strong
groove & clean edge.

;~~

· ~EAST

ON SALE NOW/

[]
You'd probably be embarrassed to knowwe're just around
the corner inInman Square.-We've been there since 1919delighting smart diners with everything from New York
style deli sandwiches and buffalo-sized Buffalo Wings to
Baby Back Ribs and Swordfish Dijon. Food and drink from
all over the world served in portions so generous, the
Boston Globe called them "Humongous." All atvery affordable prices. So why not come to the S&S and take ina few
courses. And learn what great dining is all about.

I

101

11 99co
[] CD

I

99
LP/CASS...S,
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OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHTTO SERVE YOUI
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R&_I

Restarrant
ACGeat Find Since 1919.

...

.lam.
i.

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00am-12:C0am. Sun. 8:00am-12:00am.
Inman Square, 1334 Cambridge St., cambridge, 354-07M.
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elaborate and realistic, and had been attractively built. Like the costumes, they
were reasonably authentic, but unobtrusively so. The paucity of books in the library was striking, but perhaps this was a
deliberate joke, given the family's pride in
having "the only library in Bulgaria".
The second act introduced Shaw's other
version of manhood, the Byronic hero in
the caricature form of Sergius (Neit-Ross
G). From his first appearance, jutty
chinned, with firecracker whiskers and
staring eyes, this posturing charlatan commanded the audience's laughter. Ross
alternated his voice between a strangulated
squawk and - more usually - a sepulchral -bass thrum, which lent a suitable
preposterousness to his affected
utterances.-
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For years they were barred from performing in America. Now, the era of glasnost
brings the Red Army performers and their Soviet songs and dances.
Wang Center, November 17 at 8 pm and
November 19 at 3 pm.
MIT price: $9.

i

ORCHESTRA OF THE 18TH CENTURY

I
i
I
ii!
I
I
i
I

Recorder virtuoso Frans Brueggen leads his pace-setting Orchestra of the 18th Century
in a program including Mozart's Symphony No. 36 in C and Beethoven's Symphony
No. 8 in E
Symphony Hall, November 17 at 8 pm.
AIT price: $6.

RICHARD STOLTZMAN, RICHARD GOODE, LUCY STOLTZMAN

I

Clarinetist Richard Stoltzman appears in a stellar trio featuring his wife, violinist Lucy
Stoltzman, and pianist Richard Goode. Program: Schumann, Fantasiestucke, Op. 73;
Debussy, Sonata for Violin and Piano; plus-works by McKinley, Ives, and Bartok.
Jordan Hall, November 19 at 3 pm.
MIT price: $6

9i

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20-450
in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door. Gall x3-4885 for
further information.
The Tech PerformingArts Series, a servicefor the entire MIT community,
from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper, in conjunction with the
Technology Community Association, MIT's student community service
organization.
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Tuesday November 7, 1989
6 - 8p.m.
Room 4 - 145
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If you are interested in learning more about a career with
Andersern Consulting please attend our

i
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RED ARMY SONG AND DANCE ENSEMBLE

-

Undergrad Forum:.5:30 PM
--

I

I

Sunday Worship: 9 and 1lam

I
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Consulting, a strategic business unit of Arthur Andersen & Co., is the leader in management information consulting. At Andersen Consulting, we help
organizations effectively apply technology to their business advantage.

I
I
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AXndersen

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opposite Cambridge Common
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Harvard.Epworth
Ulnited Methodist
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Informationa
Technsology Critical to the success of business today and in the
'-future.- From designing and installing computer systems, to simplifying and
automating a com'paisy'rs manufacturing process, to reshaping the way an organization
operates its business. Understanding and mfnanaging information technology is
becoming essential in every industry.
.
...

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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The dynamic Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra, along with guest conductor Carl St. Clair,
will present a program of Tchaikovsky's Variations on a Rococo Theme, Opus 33,
Haydn's Symphony #49 in PF minor, and Ginastera's Yariaciones Concertantes. There
will also be a premiere of a new work by Jan Swafford, Chamber Sinfonietta, in honor
of American Music Week.
Sanders Theater, November 12 at 8 pm
MIT price: $5.

'TPBJW

Desktop Performance - The Macintosh specialists. Have a Macintosh to sell? We.buy and sell used
Macs! Call us at Desktop` Perfor-_
mance (617) 247-2470. We carry
Mac products and peripherals.
Guaranteed competitive prices and
quality service. Upgrades our
specialty.

..

A|

(SONSULTING

Sexually Transmitted Disease
C:onfidential;--testng and treatment
of STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care. Private office. Robert
Taylor, M.D., 1755 Beacon Street,
Brookline, 232-1459.
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address,. and
phone nunSber. The 7ech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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PRO ARTE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

little sick of his continual smug a
reasonableness.
I
Just as Bluntschli attacks the facades of I
the Petkoff household from outside, so its
servants are at work to subvert their
master and mistress from within. A. J.
Babineau '90 as Louka, the maid, was at
her best in scenes in which she turned Sergius' arrogant flirtation back on itself to I
gain the upperhand in their maneuvers. I
Here she revealed a flash of steel and energy that had been hidden in previous
scenes.
Nicola, her male counterpart, but a man a
condemned to "the soul of a servant" (although, oddly, one whom Bluntschli de- I
scribed as the best man he'd met in all
Bulgaria, casting yet more doubt on how I attractive this hero really is), is a smaller
part, but George Madrid '91 made the
most of it. He gave a good insidious performance in a part which Shaw has not i
treated subtly.
I
Dramashop's fall production is a good
one, and deserves bigger audiences than its I
opening one. Although Shaw's tendency to i
make everything he wrote into a political
tract is sometimes too near the surface, i
the play is nicely constructed, with plenty
of amusing lines, and once underway this i
production rattles along, driven by some i
enthusiastic performances.
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The Tech Performing Arts Series presents. .
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Given the parody of self-doubt which
his lines represented, it was hard to imagine that the part could be played at any
lower pitch than this (certainly the play
would have been far less entertaining if it
had been), but as a result, Sergius does not
offer Bluntschli serious enough competition for the latter' s triumph to have much
intellectual impact. Shaw has stacked the
odds too heavily in his hero's favor, and
by the end of the play we are feeling a
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Nei Ross 's charlatanherocommanded the audience's laughter
(Continuedfrom page 9)
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You've thought about it,

Listings
Student activities, administrative offices,
academic departments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus - can
ilst 'm`enlngsk,
activities, and other
announcements-in The Tech's "Notes" section. Send item' of interest (typed and
double spaced) via institute mail to "News
Notes, The Teck room W20-483," or via
US mail to "Nevs Notes, The Tech, PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139.' Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcemnixts and MIT student activities. The Tech, reserves the right to edit
all listings, and makes no endorsement of
groups or activities listed.

You've hied to maqne
what It would be iHed
You know it would be- -

exciting. And a
challenge, And quite
possibly the most
rew
expeienXce fo yi

November 3, 1989
'Never Surrender: The Local 26 Housing Straiegy" sponsored by Black Rose
Lecture Series Collective at 8 p.m. in
Room 9-150.

November 4, 1989

your life e

_A__
workshop entitled Chailenges Facing
the Asia
OnrCommnity n -the. 1990's: Theo
Social Work Response will be offered. For
more information, call Dolores Scott 3533765.
The MIT Objectivism Study Group will
show a videotape 'Religion Vs. America"
in Room 4-149 at 2 pm. For more information call 225-9616.

)

If you've ever considered going
overseas with the Peace Corps, now is
your chance to see and hear for
yourself about what could be
"The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love".
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Peace Corps Recruiters will be on
campus to talk frankly about what
Peace Corps was like for them and to
share information about current
opportunities for 1990. Do something
about your future TODAY.
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INFO TABLE
TUES, YOV 14 10:00 - 2:00
Lobby 13

F
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FILM SHOWING
TUES. NOV 14 4:30 PM
Room4- 145
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WIFEDS, NOVr 1I
Office of CALFeH
Services For details, call collect 617-565-5555 EXT 263
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For a score that you can
be thankful for call

UeSTPeace
JOELs
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By Chris Doerr

notices
November 6, 1989
Lecture on Prospects for Democracy in
Ugarada from noon to 1:30 pm in Room
416, 270 Bay State Road. For more information call 353-3673.
Life in the Stepfamily will be discussed
at 7:30 pm in Room 14, 259 Walnut Street,
Newtonville. For more information call

I

Associate
EqutyTra Ing
· ·
an d Mathematical Ar iage

964-6933.

Novembxer.7, 1989,

I

"Remalirg

Love: Feminism

and the Sex-

ual Revolution", sponsored by
Lecture Collective

at

8

Black Rose

p.m.

in

Room

9-

ISO.

Noveamber 9, 1989
Conference on

the

and Democratic

growth

For more information

Bloc.

of

movements

in

Beart Stearns & Co. Inc. is 0 ne of the nation's largest publicly held
scurities firms with capital exceeding $1.3 billion, 13 major offices
wo~rld~i~N~e and-ore-thaRn 6,000 employees. Our Equity Trading and
Mathematical Arbitrage De
hiifenflwouh+-iktohire
several graduating
SE-NIORS, M.A.'s or Ph.D's who possess the highest leve t-f-quantitative
skills arad are anxious to apply these skills in a dynamic business

Nationa
the

call

Soviet

353-5815.

Deadline for submission of applications
for NSF Graduate Fellowships. Further information obtained from National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, DC 20418.
Multimedia
Michael

Workstations with

Lieohold

from

David Backer from
Mark

Laff

from

'VDT's

and

Fluent

IBM

in

speakers

environmenlt.

Computers,

I

Machines, and
E15-070

Your Health',

the medical literature
in

Apple

a

from

We are specifically interested in individuals who have concentrated in
one or more of the following areas:
" Mathematics (Pure and Applied)

4-

review of

from 7:15-9:30 pm

54-100.

Robotic Engineering

I

•
•
•
•

I
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BOOK OW FOR
I
TIE HOLIDAYS

• Mathematical Economics/Finance
jBo respornsiblities include a comblnation of the following:
0 Design and implementation of classical and mathematical

PARIS
frotm $ 449,
FRANKFURT -frm $ 409
MADRID
- S4.
LISBON
$44AMSTERDAM
.,, $ 419
COPENHAGEN _"$51 0

-

Room 4-149
November 7- 1989 at 7 pm
(Rpeception to follow)

_fm $ 729

MELBOURNE -ofcn 1379

SAN FRANCISCO/
LOS ANGELES - mm $ 3860
* EURAIL PASSES ^ l.D. CARDS
a ONE WAYS * EXtPERT A$DViCE

;star

1266 6014
S"

" 2116

.

CAMBRGlE
.

-

ST.

01m

arbitrage trading strategies

6 Design and development of state-of-the-art real-time
securities trading systems

SYDNEY/

L

Statistics
Operations Research

• Physics

ROUNDTRIPS
LONDON
$ 369

TOKYO

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science

=>l

Stearns

Co. -nc.

rk/Ataf
nta/Boston/ Chicago/Dallas/Los Angeles/San Francisco
msterdaml/enieva/1fong Kong/LondoniParis/Tokyo

I,I576-4623
mAVE^
. -

~~9~rST TRAVE
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It's a no-risk offer. Really.
T Lezvi
themfor afll refund.
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Butwhat's notto love? They're made to be the most comfortablejeansyouve everworn.

The special Levi's denim actuallyconforms to your body. And the button
fly lets denim do what denim ought to do.
Fit you perfectly.
Stop bythe nearestparticipating Levi's retailer (call 1-800-227-5600 for ..
exact location). Ask about the Levi's 50i button fly no-risk offer.
_
And forget about zipping up. Fbrever.

--Iqopp-

Z.

Theword 'LevisTand5Ol1'arerestered trademarks of Lei Strauss &Co.,San Francisco.
1'989 L-i Strauss &Co.
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MIT Seniors
to attend an

Information Meeting
Wednesday; November 8, 1989
Bldg. 4-Room 153
7:00 PMI. - 9:00 P.M.
to discuss the

I

I

Public Finance Analyst Program
Debt and Equity Intern Program
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while most competitive schools
practice as much as four to five
hours daily.
The outgoing head coach,
Hatch Brown, has spent the past
three years developing the team's
skills. Many skippers and crews
have stormed out of nowhere to
become very competitive sailors
during his tenure.
At the beginning of last week,
Brown - for the past 20 years
looked up to as the "father" of
New England collegiate sailing informed the MIT sailors that
there would be a new head
coach. Brown will continue to
run the Sailing Pavilion and all
of its associated duties, but Skip
Whyte will be the new head
coach.
Whyte, like Brown, was a successful college sailor. Not only
did he compete on one of University of Rhode Island's most competitive sailing teams, but he has
also coached the Boston University team to two National Championships. With the ground work
laid down by Brown, and the
i

rejuvenated attitude that has accompanied Whyte, the team
hopes for great things for the end
of the fall season and the upcoming spring season, in which
MIT is hosting the National
Championships.
This past weekend at the Schell
Trophy, Dale Hinman '90 skippered in A Division and Drew
Freides '90 skippered in B Division. The crews, Brian Liu '92
and Rema Woo '92, switched
halfway through the regatta so
that they would remain in the
same boats. This was due to the
fact that at the midpoint of the
regatta, A and B Divisions
switched from sailing Larks and
Techs respectively. Hinman and
Liu, and later Woo, sailed impressively, finishing fifth in a
very competitive A Division,
while Freides finished fourth in B
Division, just six points out of
first, with the help of both Woo
and Liu. The crew on the dock
that helped out the competitors
consisted of Mike Bowers '92,
Kyle Welch '90, Mike Leary '91,
Warren Wu '90, and Monique
Lawrence '92.

a

William ChulThe Tech

Stephan Feldgoise '92 heads the ball toward the
Coast Guard goal in Saturday's game. The hit-was
wide to the left. MIT lost to Coast Guard, 1-0.
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(Drew Freides '90 is captain of
the varsity sailing team.)
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Sailing third in Schell Trophy Regatta
By Drew Freides
The MIT varsity sailing team
produced its strongest showing in
the past two years this weekend
by planing third out of 17 schools
in the prestigious Schell Trophy
Regatta held on the Charles River
at the MIT Sailing Pavilion.
More importantly, the team
placed second out of the New
England schools, enabling them
to qualify for the Atlantic Coast
Chanpionships which will also
be held at MIT in two weeks.
This regatta could be the start of
the sailing team's bid to become
one of the premier sailing teams
not only in New England, but
also in the country.
The team has been composed
mainly of sailors who lacked a
great deal of dinghy experience
upon entering MIT. Such experience is vital in the collegiate sailing competitions in which the
team competes. The team has
also been at a distinct disadvantage due to a lack of practice
time. Practices usually begin at 4
pm and last until about 6:30 pm,
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William ChulThe Tech

Tonya Parker '90 looks up to where she's bumped the
ball. MIT soundly defeated University of Lowell on
Tuesday, 3-0.
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MONDAYNOVEMBER 13
12:00 NOON- 1:00P.M.
SLOAN CIISSROOM

I

Nov. 3.4,5,9,11 at

I.I.

------- -

8:00 p.m.

,Nov. IO at 2:00 p.m.
k.AKresge Auditorium
i$8 General Admission
$7 MIT Faculty and Staff
$6 Students and Seniors
$5 MIT Students
Call-253-6294 for info or reservations
-

Now is your opportunity to turn your MBA and a
brown bag lunch into an important step in your
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future. Hughes Aircraft Company, a leader in high
technology electronics and space communications,
will be on campus Monday, November 13.
We'll supply your sack lunch while you discover the
exciting opportunities available in Finance and
Product Operations at Hughes.
Hughes Aircraft Company is an equal opportunity
employer. U.S. citiznship required for most
positions.
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